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Outline
 Solid-state refrigeration and solid-state thermal-to-electrical
power generators: What if…?
 The thermoelectric effects: Seebeck, Peltier and Thomson
in the 19th Century
 The dimensionless materials figure-of-merit, ZT
 20th Century TE technology
 The promise of nano: quantum effects and defect
engineering
 21st Century TE materials
 A real-space TE alternative: metal/semiconductor
superlattices
 Nanowire TE materials?
 Future challenges and opportunities
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Thermoelectric refrigeration
 Compact, with no moving parts (except the fan!)
 No environmentally harmful refrigerants
 Technology proven in beverage coolers, auto seat
coolers, and temperature regulators for communications
lasers
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 However,
efficiency (or
COP) is very low
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Thermoelectric power generation
 Direct generation of electrical power from a temperature
difference
 Ideal for compact, maintenance-free power plants and
waste heat recovery devices
 Proven technology radioisotope TE
generators for deep
space probes
 Potential for increasing
mpg of vehicles, and
enabling all-electric
naval vessels
 However, efficiency is
low
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Exhaust waste heat to electrical power?

www.greencarcongress.com/thermoelectrics
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Physical basis of the thermoelectric effects
 Thermoelectricity arises from the difference between the
average energy of the electrons (or holes) responsible for
conduction and the Fermi energy
In an n-type semiconductor…
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The Seebeck Effect (1821)
 Generation of voltage along a conductor subjected to a temperature
difference
 Initially, carriers (electrons or holes) move from hot to cold
 Resulting potential difference opposes further current flow
 Open circuit voltage is proportional to ΔT

lim {ΔVoc}= SΔT
ΔT→0

where S is the Seebeck coefficient [V/K]
 Completing the circuit through a load → generator
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The Peltier Effect (1834)
 Driven by an applied potential, electrons (holes) absorb
heat from the lattice at the cold side, and reject heat to the
lattice at the hot side → Refrigeration
Electrons
absorb heat
from the
lattice

qΠ = qTS
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to the lattice
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TE device configuration for refrigeration
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p-type and n-type
legs thermally in
parallel; electrically
in series for
impedance matching
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TE device configuration for generation
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Dimensionless materials figure-of-merit
Altenkirch (1909,1911)

Sσ T
ZT = κ
2

 Large Seebeck coefficient (S) → large open circuit
voltage for generators; large Peltier coefficient for
refrigerators
 Low thermal conductivity (κ) → easier to maintain ΔT
for generators; reduced conduction of heat back to cold
side for refrigerators
 High electrical conductivity (σ) → reduced Joule
heating
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Design challenges
“Power factor”

Sσ T
ZT = κ
2

For most homogeneous materials…
 Increasing carrier concentration increases σ but reduces S
 Increasing effective mass increases S but decreases
mobility (and σ)
To maximize the power factor, increase the “moment” of
the differential conductivity about the Fermi level
→ More carriers contributing to conduction (larger σ) at
energies well separated from the Fermi energy (larger S)
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Differential conductivity
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Design principle:
Narrow density of states
enhances the power factor
if carrier mobility can be
preserved or enhanced
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Design challenges
Sσ T
ZT = κ
2

κ = κe + κph
For most homogeneous materials…
 Increasing σ increases κe (Weideman-Franz-Lorenz Law)
 Decreasing κph by adding defects decreases mobility (and
σ)
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20th Century approaches
Sσ T
ZT = κ
2

 Power factor, S2σ, optimized for degenerate
semiconductors
 Heavy masses, low “spring constants”, and large unit cells
to reduce κph
 Solid-solution alloying to reduce κph

→ Bi2Te3 and its alloys for cooling near room temperature
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20th Century TE technology
 Not much progress…
Majumdar, Science 303 (2004)

Material
PbTe
Si/Ge
Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3/Bi2Se3

T

ZT

700 K
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273 K
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Promising approaches to higher ZT
S↑ σ ∝ κe

Unusual band structures
New materials with complex structures
e.g., heavy fermion compounds
DiSalvo, Badding, Kanatzidis, et al

σ↑ κph↓

Electron crystal, phonon glass
Controlled disorder
Slack, Pohl, et al

S↑ κph↓

Quantum confined structures
2-D superlattices and 1-D nanowires
Dresselhaus, Hicks, et al
Ideal DOS: delta function several kT from
EF will maximize power factor if mobility
can be enhanced by eliminating ionized
impurity scattering

bulk

After Esaki, 1990

well

DOS

wire
Energy
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Predictions for confined structures
Hicks and Dresselhaus, PRB 47 (1993) 12727

quantum wire
quantum well

 Does not include deleterious interface or barrier effects
 ZT enhanced by degeneracy: multiple carrier pockets in k-space
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Quantum well superlattice approach
e

In-plane transport







well
barrier

Quantum confinement increases S
Modulation doping enhances mobility, increases σ
Interfaces scatter/confine phonons, decrease κph
Parasitic heat conduction in barrier increases κph
Reducing barrier width decreases quantum
confinement effects

Net result: no significant enhancement in the effective ZT
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An orthogonal approach?
well
barrier

Cross-plane transport
e

 Carrier pocket engineering can increase power factor
(Dresselhaus)
 Band discontinuities can trap “cold” electrons in wells,
increasing S
 Interfaces scatter/confine phonons, decrease κph
 Barriers may reduce mobility, decreasing σ
…A more promising approach
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Recent advances
R. Venkatasubramanian et al. (RTI)

Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3
superlattices

Chen et al., Intl. Mater. Rev. 48(2003)45

T. Harman et al. (Lincoln Labs)

PbTe/Pb(Se,Te)
quantum dot
superlattices
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Sb2Te3/Bi2Te3 superlattices
R. Venkatasubramanian et al.,
Nature 413 (2001)597

ZT enhancement due to
energy filtering or thermal
conductivity reduction?
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A radical departure…
Engineer power factor in real space → degenerate semiconductor
replaced with metal/semiconductor multilayer
 Energy barrier filtering + high electron density in the metal produces large
moment of differential conductivity about the Fermi level
 High interface density + large mismatch in phonon DOS + e-ph interface
resistance (Majumdar) suppress thermal conductivity
 Conservation of kII not required with controlled interface roughness
Mahan and Woods;
Vashaee and Shakouri
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Simulation results for nitride M-S superlattices
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Model assumes
 5 x 1022 carriers/cm3 in metal (TiN)
 m* (metal) = 2.2
 100 periods of metal(10 nm) /
semiconductor(7 nm)
 κ = 1 W/m-K
 k⏐⏐ not conserved
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Reactive PLD of TiN/GaN multilayers
Ammonia or N2 ambient
~10-1000 mtorr

2” substrate
(300-850°C)
Rastered 2x3mm beam
248 nm, 2-9J/cm2
25 ns pulse, 30Hz

GaN
TiN

Metal
targets

TiN/GaN multilayers for solidstate thermionic generators
[V. Rawat, 2005, MRS Proc.]

QuickTime™ and a
Graphics decompressor
are needed to see this picture.
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Cross-plane thermal conductivity

Thermal conductivity [W/m-K]

 Time-domain thermoreflectance at UIUC (data below - Cahill group)
 TiN/GaN multilayers grown on sapphire without buffer layers
 dTiN = dGaN; periods of 3.5, 7, 14, 18, and 25 nm
300K
Precision < 5%
Accuracy <10%
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Thermal conductivity minimum: interdiffusion,
roughness, or the wave nature of phonons?
Kee Yon Koh and Prof. David Cahill (UIUC)
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Nanowire TE heterostructures
++

+ +

 Opportunities
 Increased density of states at Fermi level
 Suppressed lattice thermal conductivity
 Challenges
 Parasitic heat transport through template
 High surface-to-volume ratio necessitates
electronic passivation of surfaces

Longitudinal

Coaxial
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Porous anodic alumina templates
Al foil, 2-step, 40V at 4°C in oxalic acid

Dense inner pore wall
side
side view
view

Pore
Pore bottoms
bottoms

top view

500 nm
50 nm diameter pores on 100 nm centers

M. DaSilva
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Electrodeposited nanowires in PAA
 Scalable production of dense nanowire arrays by electrodeposition
copper wire

working
electrode

reference
electrode
(Hg/HgSO 4)

mask

counter
electrode
(Pt)

Ag paste

Mn+

template
potentiostat
J. Klitzke

100 nm

n-type Bi2Te2.6Se0.4 nanowires in porous
anodic alumina for thermoelectric cooling
(Martín-González et al., Nano Letters (2003))
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Thermal diffusivity of Bi2Te3/PAA nanocomposites
 Thermal diffusivity measurements suggest that nanowires have
thermal conductivity that is more than an order of magnitude lower
than that of bulk Bi2Te3
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Thermal Diffusivity [10-6 m2/s]

D.-A. Borca-Tasciuc et al. APL 85 (2004)6001
Measured thermal diffusivity of 40nm
Bi2Te3/alumina nanocomposite
(diamonds) and unfilled alumina
template of similar porosity (~30%).
For comparison are also shown
effective medium predictions
assuming that Bi2Te3 nanowires have
bulk thermal conductivity (continuous
line) or bulk thermal conductivity
reduced by a factor of 10 (dashed
line).
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Challenge: replace PAA
with lower thermal
conductivity material
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Another degree of freedom…
Strain engineering in nanowire heterostructures

R

z=0

Ertekin et al. MRS Proc. 737 (2003); JAP (2005)

M.T. Bjork et al.
Nanoletters (2002)
InAs (green)
InP (red)
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Critical radius in nanowire heterostructures

Ertekin, Greaney,
Chrzan and Sands, J.
Appl. Phys. (2005)

The critical radius is about a factor of eight larger than the critical
thickness for the same value of lattice mismatch
An opportunity to design nanowire heterostructures that scatter or
confine phonons and filter electrons without scattering electrons
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Closing thoughts…
 Despite the coupled factors in ZT, new approaches to
artificially-structured nanocomposites offer opportunities for
substantial enhancement in TE device performance






Quantum confinement to enhance the DOS near the Fermi energy
Modulation doping to improve carrier mobility
High interface density to reduce cross-plane thermal conductivity
Controlled potential barriers to separate hot electrons
Metal/semiconductor superlattice for real-space engineering of the
differential conductivity
 Strain engineering in nanowire heterostructures

 The principal challenge is manufacturability/cost
 Success will mean more efficient vehicles, air conditioning
systems and refrigeration, as well as elimination of ozonedepleting refrigerants

